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SParadigmmulti-paradigm: imperative, object-orientedDeveloperRick Becker, Allan Wilks, John ChambersFirst discovered 1976; 44 years ago (1976)Typing disciplinedynamic, powerful Licensingepseps on implementationWebsiteect.bell-labs.com/sl/S/ on Wayback Machine (archived 2018-10-14)Major implementationsR, S-PLUSInfluence byC, APL, PPL,
Fortran S is a statistical programming language developed primarily by John Chambers and (in earlier versions) Rick Becker and Allan Wilks of Bell Laboratories. The goal of language, as expressed by John Chambers, is to turn ideas into software, quickly and faithfully. [1] Modern implementation of S is R, part of the GNU free software project. S-PLUS, a
commercial product, was previously sold by TIBCO Software. [quote required] The history of the Old S S is one of several statistical computational languages that were designed at Bell Laboratories and first formed in 1975-1976. [2] Until then, much of the statistical calculations were made by direct calling to Fortran subroutines; However, S was designed to
offer an alternative and more interactive approach. Early design decisions, which still apply today, include interactive graphics devices (printers and character terminals at the time) and provide easily accessible documentation for features. The first functional version of the S was built in 1976 and operated on the GCOS operating system. At this time, S was
unnamed and the proposals included ISCS (Interactive SCS), SCS (Statistical Computing System) and SAS (Statistical Analytical System) (which has already been adopted: see SAS System). The name S (used with single quotation marks until 1979) was chosen because it was a common letter in the proposals and was in line with other programming
languages proposed at the time from the same institution (specifically programming language C). [2] When UNIX/32V was ported to (then new) 32-bit DEC VAX, computing on the Unix platform became feasible for the S. At the end of 1979, the S was ported from GCOS to UNEX, which became the new primary platform. In 1980, the first version of the S was
distributed outside Bell Laboratories, and in 1981 the source versions were made available. [2] In 1984, a research team at Bell Laboratories published two books: S: Interactive Data Analysis and Graphics Environment [3] (1984 Brown Book) and System Extension S. [4] Also in 1984, it obtained source code for the S license through AT&amp;amp;amp; T
Software Sales for educational and commercial purposes. New S Until 1988, many changes were made to S and language syntax. The new Language S[5] (Blue Book of 1988) was published to introduce new features, such as the transition from macros to functions and how functions can be passed to other functions (for example, use them). Many other
changes to S have been to extend the concept of objects, and to make the syntax more consistent (and strict). However, many users found switching to New S difficult because their macros need to be overwritten. Many more the S has taken over, such as the use of X11 and PostScript graphics devices, rewriting many internal functions from Fortran to C,
and using double precision (only) arithmetic. The new S language is very similar to that used in modern versions of S-PLUS and R. In 1991, statistical models were published in the S[6] (1991 White Book) that introduced the use of formula annotation[7] (which use the '~') operator), data frame objects, and modifications to the use of object methods and
classes. S4 The latest version of the S standard is the S4, which was released in 1998. [8] It provides advanced object-oriented features. Classes S4 differ significantly from classes S3; S4 formally defines representation and inheritance for each class and has multiple submissions: the generic function can be sent to a method based on a class of any number
of arguments, not just one. [9] Reference ^ Chambers, John M (1998). Data Programming: S. Springer Language Guide. ISBN 978-0-387-98503-9. ↑ a b c Becker, Richard A., A Brief History of S, Murray Hill, New Jersey: AT&amp;T Bell Laboratories, archived from original (PS) for 2015-07-23, acquired 2015-07-23 ^ Becker, R.A.; Chambers, J.M. (1984). S:
Interactive environment for data analysis and graphics. Pacific Grove, CA, United States: Wadsworth &amp; Brooks/Cole. ISBN 0-534-03313-X. ^ Becker, R.A.; Chambers, J.M. (1985). Expansion of S. Pacific Grove, CA, United States: Wadsworth &amp; Brooks/Cole. ISBN 0-534-05016-6. ↑ Becker, R.A.; Chambers, J.M. Wilks, A.R. (1988). New Language
S: Programming environment for data analysis and graphics. Pacific Grove, CA, United States: Wadsworth &amp; Brooks/Cole. ISBN 0-534-09192-X. ^ Chambers, J.M.; Hastie, T.J. (1991). Statistical models in S. Pacific Grove, CA, USA: Wadsworth &amp; Brooks/Cole. p. 624. ISBN 0-412-05291-1. ↑ Wilkinson, G.N.; Rogers, SSD (1973). Symbolic
description of factorial models for dispersion analysis. Statistics used. 22 (3): 392–399. doi:10.2307/2346786. JSTOR 2346786. ↑ Chambers, John (January 1, 2001). S. Bell's lab system. Archived from the original for 2018-10-14. ↑ Wickham, Hadley (2019). S4. Advanced R. adv-r.had.co.nz. ISBN 9781466586963. They were acquired in 2020-02-18.
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college. the ending used in writing to represent possessive morphine after most singular nouns, some nouns of plural, especially those that do not end with a letter or combination of letters representing the sound with or from, sentences of noun, and noun substitutes, as in man, woman, child, James, witness, (or witness'), king of England, or someone
is.1Middle English-es, The old English contraction is: She is here.contraction does:What does she do for a living now? Contraction has:He is simply gone.and the contraction of God, as in 'swounds; 'sdeath; 'sblood.a contraction us, as in Let's.and contractions like, as in so to get there in time./ ĝs / 19. consonans.any spoken sound represented by the letter S
or s, as in the saw, sense, or goose.something, having the form of S.a written or printed representation of the letter S or s.a device, as a type of printer, for reproduction of the letter S or s.a native English suffix used in the creation of adverb: always; betimes; needs; unknowingly.1Consent English -es,old English; finally identical to the 's1an ending marking the
third person of the single indicative active verb: walks.2Middle English (north) -(e)s,Old English (north); the originally terment second person of the sing number, as in Latin and Greek; replacement of middle English, old English -eth-eth1an trailing designation of nouns as plural (boys, wolves), also occurring on nouns that do not have singular (scum, guts,
pants, scissors), or nouns that have singular with a different meaning (clothing, glasses, manners; thanks). Pluralization value -s3 is weakened or lost in a number of nouns that today often take a unique deal, such as the names of games (billiards, checkers, tiddlywinks) and diseases (measles; mumps; smallpox; rickets); the second use was extended to
create informal names for various involuntary conditions, physical or mental (collywobbles; d.t.; giggles; hots; willies). A parallel set of formations, where -s3 has no plural value, are adjectives indicating socially unacceptable or uncomfortable conditions (bananas; loonies; biscuits; nuts; preggers; starkers); cf. 3Middle English -(e)s,Old English -as, plural
nominativ and accusative end of certain male nouns suffix of hypocoristic nouns, generally own names or forms used only in: Babs; Fats; Suzykins; Sweets; Toodles.4Using from the metonymic use of essential substances created with -s3, such as shoes or goldiscopic (in regulations) brand; write; label.1Z the Latin word signa(v let it be written.2Z of the Latin
word signētur3O Latin word socius(in Austria) Austria) chillings. (in Ecuador) sucre; sucres. Dictionary.com Unaffivered Based on Random House Unaffivered Dictionary, © Random House, Inc 2020pink, prime, constitution, form, fettle, energy, health, euphoria, haleness, fitness, skin, flower, hardiness, lust, health, robustness, hardness, salubraity, clean bill,
eupepsiathe 19. schilling sol (former) sucreSweden (international car registration) forming possessive singular nouns and some pronouns; one is the formation of a possessive plural of nouns whose plural does not end -schildren is the formation of plural numbers, letters, or symbols20's; p and q'sinformal contraction is or hash is here; John's coming. it's
goneinformal contraction of us with letlet'sinformal contraction doing on some issues where he lives?; what does he do?feels 1,2: assimilated contraction from middle English - aces, from old English, male and middle genitalia; sense 3, which corresponds to -s 1forming possessive plural nouns ending in sound with or from and some singular nouns; for the
good-natured plural of most of the essential countries; boxes of old English -as, plural nominativ and accusative end of some male nounforming third person uniform representative time indicative time verbshe runs; she washes from old English (northern dialect) -es, -s, originally the end of the second person singularforming nicknames and names expressing
affection or familiarityFats; Fingers; ducksCollins English Dictionary - Complete &amp; Unasdroped 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Sons &amp; Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012Symek for elements of upable heritage® Stedman Medical Dictionary Copyright © 2002, 2001, 1995 houghton
Mifflin Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Company.Abbreviation second (time), second (arc) Symbol for strangeness. American Heritage® Science Dictionary Copyright © 2011. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. WORD DAYverbum sapphrase | [vur-buhm -sap ] SEE DEFINITIONYou can guess the word
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